
Enter Kingdom Immortal, the new album from 

Midnite Hellion.  Kingdom Immortal contains eight 

brand-new cuts of New Jersey-style Heavy Metal. 

Formed in 2011 by drummer Drew Rizzo, Midnite

Hellion took shape with the addition of bassist and 

vocalist Rich Kubik in 2016.  Joined by lead guitarist 

Charles Koegler, the band entered Pyramid Sound 

Studios in Ithaca, NY in August 2019 with producer 

Alex Perialas (Anthrax/S.O.D, OverKill, Testament, 

Joe Bonamassa).  Recording for Kingdom Immortal 

was completed in six days.  The vinyl mastering was 

cut at Infrasonic Sound by Daniel Bacigalupi (Barry 

Gibb, Dolly Parton, Stray Cats, Willie Nelson.

Midnite Hellion will be on the road all summer in 
2022 supporting Anvil on their full US tour.

Their debut album, Condemned To Hell, catapulted 

Midnite Hellion into the metal markets in 2017.  

Heavy regional and national touring in support of the 

album was in order, most notably supporting select 
dates of Otep's US tour in December 2018.

HTTP://WWW.MIDNITEHELLION.COM 

EMAIL:  CONTACT@MIDNITEHELLION.COM       PHONE:  (609) 306-7549 

Kingdom Immortal Radio Chart Positions:
Metal Contraband:  Added at #2, Peaking at #8
NACC Radio Charts:  Added at #4, Peaking at #14

Top 5 Heavy Adds on the NACC Loud Rock Chart,"Midnite Hellion, now ten years into their career as one
of New Jersey's best thrash descendants, is here to riff 
away the doldrums of your daily lifefe  and and : crack open an

ice cold can of kick ass." 

- Toilet ov Hell

"With such records as Kingdom Immortal the world 
should be their oyster. Looks like there are bands out 
there that can take over once even more legendary acts 
have finally called it a day."
- Metal Express Radio

"‘Kingdom Immortal’ is down to the bone, catchy as 
fuck trad metal which allows this band to hummed and 
sung along to almost immediately."
- Metal Digest

"For classic heavy metal Midnite Hellion has the genre 

nailed with essential melody and harmony in the vocal 

and guitar parts, gallop as necessary in the rhythm 

section, and blistering solos to fire up every song." 

- Dangerdog Music Reviews

"A flurry of “foot on the monitor” head bang-able 
heavy metal."
- Metal Roos

"If you’re looking to add something that’s authentic and 

brings in the old-school feel, this is the album you want 

to pick up." 

- Yesterdaze News

"A solid album from an up and coming metal band. 

Give them a go; you’ll be pleasantly surprised." 

- Heavy Mag

"Midnite Hellion today stands for pounding, thrash-like 

Heavy Metal of the old school." 

- Crossfire Metal

"This is the right way to carry on the history of our 

loved music." 

- Hard Rock Heavy Metal

"Pure (and Hard) Heavy Metal." 

- Necromance




